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36"No one knows about that day or hour, not even the angels in heaven, nor the Son, but only the Father. 
      37As it was in the days of Noah, so it will be at the coming of the Son of Man. 
   38For in the days before the flood, people were eating and drinking, marrying and giving in marriage, up to the day Noah entered the ark; 39
 and they knew nothing 
about what would happen until the flood came and took them all away. That is how it will be at               
                                                                                                    the coming of the Son of Man. 40Two men will be in the field; one will be taken and the other left. 41Two women will be grinding with a hand mill; one will be taken and the other left.  42"Therefore KEEP WATCH, because 
you do not know on    what day your Lord will come. 43But understand this: If the owner of the house 
had known 
at what time of night the thief was coming, he would have KEPT WATCH and would not have let his house be broken into. 44 So you also must be ready, 		because the Son of Man 
will come 
  at an hour when you do not expect him.


Review: The Importance of Judgment

Now that Jesus has completed His summary of the events of the end (1/3 of the sermon), He spends the remaining 2/3 of His sermon warning about the coming judgment. 
 
The rest of the sermon could be entitled: “Ready or not, here I come!”

36"No one knows about that day or hour, not even the angels in heaven, nor the Son, but only the Father. 
Beginning with this verse we are suddenly faced with a seemingly impossible tension between the concept of signs and imminence.

I believe the parable of the fig tree is given for the purpose of comfort, not calculation.  

The unregenerate are invested in this world.  We are invested in the next.  So when this world begins breaking up, it’s upsetting to them and exciting for us.

Like the Days of Noah
37 For as it was in the days of Noah… 
This is all explanation of v.36.

so it will be at the coming of the Son of Man.  38 For in the days before the flood, people were eating and drinking, marrying and giving in marriage, 
Normal life.  (perhaps an emphasis on the temporal things in life – lit “munching”)  They were engaging in all the normal things that we do in this life that have no significance in the next life.  They are things you wouldn’t bother doing if you knew your life was about to end.

up to the day Noah entered the ark 39 and they knew nothing about what would happen until the flood came and took them all away. 
They could have.  According to 2 Pe.2:5 Noah was a preacher of righteousness.  Noah built a boat larger than the Queen Mary.  I’m sure that didn’t go unnoticed.  And God told Noah 7 days in advance when the flood would come (Gn.7:4).

The flood took them by surprise because they wouldn’t listen to God’s preacher.

That is how it will be at the coming of the Son of Man.
40 Two men will be in the field; one will be taken and the other left. 41Two women will be grinding with a hand mill; one will be taken and the other left. 

It will be like the days of Noah in two ways:
#1 When the Lord returns, it will be life as usual for both believers and unbelievers.  In the days of Noah the people were eating, drinking and getting married.  At the moment when Jesus returns men will be doing their normal work, women will be doing their normal chores, and Lk.17:34 adds that night two people will be in one bed; one will be taken and the other left.

(Some believe there is misinformation in Scripture due to accommodation.  If Jesus did that, why would He talk about it being daytime for some people and night for others at the same moment.)

Sometimes we think the troubles of Great Tribulation will come along and everyone will drop everything and run around like a Chinese fire drill, and there will be nothing but mass chaos.  People think when the end times come, there will be such cataclysm that everybody will just be staring up in the sky watching for God to arrive.

But just think about it.  Do you think there is anything that could happen that would cause that?  No matter what happens, the world will find some naturalistic explanation.  It won’t matter how fanciful or ridiculous it will have to be (just look at evolution).  They will do anything to continue to suppress the truth in unrighteousness.

The changes that come will be gradual, and people will write them off one way or another, but Jesus is clear that neither the wicked nor the righteous will change their normal behavior during the Tribulation. Both will carry on with the routines of life.

At the time Christ comes back, people will be carrying on with life as usual.  Yes, there will be brutal persecution, but it will occur after work or on lunch breaks (like it is now).  
People will still be getting up and going to work every day.
Couples will be engaged and have wedding dates set.  
People will be depositing money into their retirement accounts, buying life insurance, repainting their houses… all the things you do when you fully expect things to continue for years to come.

Notice, the same is true for believers.  And rightly so.
One reason why God will never allow anyone to know the time of Christ’s return is because when He comes, He will judge all people based on their normal life – not how they would act if they knew the world was about to end.
  
#2 The other way that it will be like the days of Noah, those who are not ready will receive judgment.

40 one will be taken and the other left. 

Is it better to be  taken or left?  Are the wicked taken away to judgment and the righteous left behind for blessing?  Or are the righteous taken away to blessing and the wicked left behind for judgment?

Many have suggested the former based on v.39.  the flood came and took them all away
 Just as those people were taken away in judgment, so the wicked will be taken away to judgment at the coming of the Son of Man.  They argue that you can’t reverse the imagery to the opposite for no reason.

That line of thinking makes sense if you read it only in the English, but from the Greek we get a much different picture.  

In v.39 the word is ai;rw  It means “to carry away.”
The word in vv.40,41 is paralamba,nw “””“To bring along with”
It’s the same word as in Jn.14:3 if I go and prepare a place for you, I will come back and take you to be with me that you also may be where I am.

Mt.1:20 an angel of the Lord appeared to him in a dream and said, "Joseph son of David, do not be afraid to take Mary home as your wife, 
Mt.2:13 "take the child and his mother and escape to Egypt
It’s used about 50 times and almost all are personal (bringing someone along with you to be with you).  The rare exceptions are when it is used to mean “accept or receive.” (Heb.12:28  since we are receiving a kingdom that cannot be shaken)

So even though the translations into English come out the same, they are vastly different ideas.  The word in v.39 means to be swept away in judgment.  

The word in vv.40,41 means to be personally brought along with Jesus.

What about the word left?  That’s the word avfi,hmi, and it’s the normal word for forgiveness.  It literally means to abandon or forsake (when you forgive you abandon your grudge). 
Mt.26:56 Then all the disciples deserted him and fled. 

Who was saved in Noah’s day?  Was it the ones brought with or the ones left behind?

Jesus says that in the days of the flood, the wicked were swept away to judgment.  And in the same way at the Coming of the Son of Man some will be brought with Christ and others He will forsake, desert, leave behind.  

This is the ingathering by the angels Jesus just described that will happen at His second coming (the rapture).

42"Therefore KEEP WATCH, because you do not know on what day your Lord will come.
When we studied about how to interpret prophecy or various other types of literature in the Bible, we found that you need to cultivate the skill of determining what the purpose of a passage is.  That’s not always easy.

But here Jesus makes it real easy: the purpose here is for you to keep watch.  Maybe you don’t like the fact that you can’t reconsile how the disasters of Rev. can happen and everyone still goes about their normal routine.  Or maybe you are curious about something else.

The issue with end times prophecy is not to solve all your curiosities, it is to use whatever is revealed as a motivation to keep watch.

Keep watch
Lit. Keep awake.  

43 But understand this: If the owner of the house had known at what time of night the thief was coming, he would have KEPT WATCH and would not have let his house be broken into. 

The poor homeowner who got robbed couldn’t stay awake all the time – he had to sleep sometime.  But that’s not the case spiritually.  We must be constantly alert.

Being ready is more than just being converted. 

1Th 5:1-6  Now, brothers, about times and dates we do not need to write to you, 2for you know very well that the day of the Lord will come like a thief in the night.
Does that apply to both believers and unbelievers? Yes. (brothers…we)

Paul can’t tell that church about times or dates, because neither Paul nor that church nor anyone else knows the times or dates – because it will be like the coming of a thief for everyone.

 3While people are saying, "Peace and safety," destruction will come on them suddenly, as labor pains on a pregnant woman, and they will not escape. 
4But you, brothers, are not in darkness so that this day should surprise you like a thief. 

surprise   seize, overcome, catch (not surprise)
They will be caught, seized, overcome by judgment, but the day shouldn’t seize you like that.

Mk 9:17-18  "Teacher, I brought you my son, who is possessed by a spirit that has robbed him of speech. 18Whenever it seizes him, it throws him to the ground. 

Jn 8:3-4  The teachers of the law and the Pharisees brought in a woman caught in adultery. They made her stand before the group 4and said to Jesus, "Teacher, this woman was caught in the act of adultery.

Jn 12:35-36  Then Jesus told them, "You are going to have the light just a little while longer. Walk while you have the light, before darkness overtakes you. The man who walks in the dark does not know where he is going. 36 Put your trust in the light while you have it, so that you may become sons of light." When he had finished speaking, Jesus left and hid himself from them. 

Jesus: Judgment Day is coming, and if you are caught in the darkness, it will seize you.  So become a child of the light before that happens.

Those words of Jesus are exactly what Paul is referring to here:

3While people are saying, "Peace and safety," destruction will come on them suddenly, as labor pains on a pregnant woman, and they will not escape. 4But you, brothers, are not in darkness so that this day should overtake you like a thief. 
5 You are all sons of the light and sons of the day. We do not belong to the night or to the darkness. 6 So then, let us not be like others, who are asleep, but let us be alert and self-controlled. 
7For those who sleep, sleep at night, and those who get drunk, get drunk at night. 8But since we belong to the day, let us be self-controlled, putting on faith and love as a breastplate, and the hope of salvation as a helmet. 9 For God did not appoint us to suffer wrath but to receive salvation through our Lord Jesus Christ.

You are a child of the day.  Even though the day will come at a moment when you don’t expect it, there is no reason why it should overcome you like it does the world.  There’s no reason Judgment should come and seize you like an unbeliever.  

 You are a believer – you were not appointed to suffer wrath.  (Implication: those who are overcome by that day will suffer wrath, and the brothers, who are at this moment children of the day, are being warned against that.)

When discussing that day, Jesus never points to your past – always to the future.  The issue is not the genuiness of your conversion experience in the past, it is always your spiritual condition at the moment of His appearing that is decisive.

If I ask you if you are ready, and you say yes, and then point to some moment in the past – that’s not the criteria Scripture gives for readiness.  The issue is always right now.  Check your heart right now.  Are you ready?  

If not, it doesn’t really matter if you genuinely were in the past, or if you only thought you were.  What matters is that you get ready.

And if you are genuinely ready right now, that doesn’t solve the whole question about the future.  The only thing that matters is if you are ready then.  That’s why perseverance is so emphasized in Scripture.

Whether or not His coming surprises you like a thief is dependent upon your readiness. 
Rev.3:3 Remember, therefore, what you have received and heard; obey it, and repent. But if you do not wake up, I will come like a thief, and you will not know at what time I will come to you. 
So no one knows when it will happen.  It will come as a surprise to everyone.  Jesus isn’t saying, “Make sure it doesn’t happen at an unexpected moment for you.”  

What He is saying is, “It will come at an unexpected moment for you, so live with that in mind.”

It’s not “Don’t be surprised.”  It’s “Be prepared for the fact that you will be surprised.”

6 let us be alert   Awake – same as Mt.24

and self-controlled. nh/fw 
Sober, with clarity of thought.

1Pe 1:13  prepare your minds for action; be self-controlled (nh/fw); set your hope fully on the grace to be given you when Jesus Christ is revealed. 

7For those who sleep, sleep at night, and those who get drunk, get drunk at night. 
The point isn’t that they try to hide it.  It’s that nothing important goes on at night, so it’s OK if you are in a fog.  People generally don’t sleep during the day or get drunk during the day, because they have to be sharp in the daytime – important things are going on.

As I was studying this very verse, I got too sleepy to sit up, so I laid down in my bed and drifted off.  I was half asleep for about 1.5 hr., and during that time the phone rang 5 times.

The last call was pretty important, so I ended up getting up and spending a while with that call.  I only remembered two of the other 4 calls.

What a perfect illustration of the passage I was studying!  You can’t be sleeping in the day time – things happen during the day that require your full attention.  

Why is clarity of thought emphasized so often in the NT as something we need in the end times?  Why is it so important that we not be in a fog during that time?  Why is alertness and sobriety so important?

Because it will be like day time – important things will happen that will require thoughtful responses from us.  At the last day things will take place that will require that we be on our toes, alert, at the top of our game mentally.  

There is no place for leisurely obedience and sluggish repentance.  

If you are confused about truth, in a fog about doctrine – not clear in your thinking about spiritual realities… you had better get that cleared up before the end times come.

8 But since we belong to the day, let us be self-controlled (nh/fw)
How do you do that?  Specifically, practically, what can you do to live a sober, prepared life?

 putting on faith and love as a breastplate, and the hope of salvation as a helmet.
If you believe what God has said about the end (the reality of judgment and reward) and entrust yourself to Him,
and if you live a life of love (holy, righteous life)
and you live in constant expectation of His coming – always looking to that as the thing that brings you out of depression, gives you joy, gives you something to look forward to…

doing those three things will serve as armor against the dangers of the last day – against ending up suffering the wrath of God.

9 For God did not appoint us to suffer wrath but to receive salvation through our Lord Jesus Christ.

Luke includes part of the sermon that the others left out, and it gives a great clue as to how to interpret this section.
34"Be careful, or your hearts will be weighed down with dissipation, drunkenness and the anxieties of life, and that day will close on you unexpectedly like a trap. 35For it will come upon all those who live on the face of the whole earth. 36Be always on the watch, and pray that you may be able to escape all that is about to happen, and that you may be able to stand before the Son of Man."

What will cause you to not be ready?  He doesn’t say lack of salvation.  He says dissipation, 
drunkenness and the anxieties of life

dissipation   hangover  The pathetic results of drunkenness (guy on the beach in Can Cun).  Suppose that guy were in that condition at some important moment (wedding, job presentation, speech).

Can you picture yourself like that spiritually – right at the moment of the climax of redemptive history – staggering around in a stupor?  

In the physical realm that happens through 

drunkenness   

the anxieties of life

This strikes me as an odd triad of dangers.  References to drunkenness can refer to literal chemical intoxication, or any kind of surrender of clear thinking.  

If we take it as the former, it must just serve as an example of the type of sins that are dangerous.  If we take it as the latter, the idea is probably to watch out for both gross sins and normal anxieties – and everything in between.  

I think that latter is probably most likely.  Watch out for anything that can weigh down your heart with unpreparedness – anything that can make your spiritually sluggish.

your hearts will be weighed down
These things bog down your mind – like a dream where you can’t run or read.  When the rubber meets the road in that last Day, a lot of serious things will happen, and those who are in a fog spiritually will not have the reactions they need.

Those things can close in on you unexpectedly like a trap.
If you are waiting to get your act together thinking you will be able to do it then, you are mistaken.  Once the whole process starts judgment will close in like a mouse trap. 

35 For it will come upon all those who live on the face of the whole earth.

36 Be always on the watch, be awake

and pray  Pray for perseverance.  If you believe some doctrine that makes you smug and proud and that makes you think perseverance will be automatic for you… repent of that false doctrine.

that you may be able to escape all that is about to happen,
Remember – escaping the troubles of the end times always means remaining faithful to the Lord as you suffer through them.

If you are to remain faithful through that time it will only happen by means of a literal act of God.

and that you may be able to stand before the Son of Man."
The term stand carries the idea of standing unharmed – a reference to the Judgment.

44So you also must be ready, 	because the Son of Man will come at an hour when you do not expect him. 

be ready  lit be becoming ready
Learning to live a life of hope is a process that takes some time.

How do you keep watch and prepare for that day when He will return and catch you at your normal routine?  By having a routine that glorifies Him.

How do we prepare for the end times?  Prepare yourself in such a way so that when the tribulation and persecution and suffering come, you will respond in such a way so that your day to day life in that time will be such that at whatever moment Christ returns, you will be ready.









 
36"No one knows about that day or hour, not even the angels in heaven, nor the Son, but only the Father. 37As it was in the days of Noah, so it will be at the coming of the Son of Man. 38For in the days before the flood, people were eating and drinking, marrying and giving in marriage, up to the day Noah entered the ark; 39and they knew nothing about what would happen until the flood came and took them all away. That is how it will be at the coming of the Son of Man. 40Two men will be in the field; one will be taken and the other left. 41Two women will be grinding with a hand mill; one will be taken and the other left. 

Warning about suddenness of the coming
42"Therefore keep watch, because you do not know on what day your Lord will come. 43But understand this: If the owner of the house had known at what time of night the thief was coming, he would have kept watch and would not have let his house be broken into. 44So you also must be ready, because the Son of Man will come at an hour when you do not expect him. 
45"Who then is the faithful and wise servant, whom the master has put in charge of the servants in his household to give them their food at the proper time? 46It will be good for that servant whose master finds him doing so when he returns. 47I tell you the truth, he will put him in charge of all his possessions. 48But suppose that servant is wicked and says to himself, `My master is staying away a long time,' 49and he then begins to beat his fellow servants and to eat and drink with drunkards. 50The master of that servant will come on a day when he does not expect him and at an hour he is not aware of. 51He will cut him to pieces and assign him a place with the hypocrites, where there will be weeping and gnashing of teeth. 

 
32"No one knows about that day or hour, not even the angels in heaven, nor the Son, but only the Father. 









33Be on guard! Be alert! You do not know when that time will come. 34It's like a man going away: He leaves his house and puts his servants in charge, each with his assigned task, and tells the one at the door to keep watch. 
35"Therefore keep watch because you do not know when the owner of the house will come back-whether in the evening, or at midnight, or when the rooster crows, or at dawn. 36If he comes suddenly, do not let him find you sleeping. 37What I say to you, I say to everyone: `Watch!'" 








34"Be careful, or your hearts will be weighed down with dissipation, drunkenness and the anxieties of life, and that day will close on you unexpectedly like a trap. 35For it will come upon all those who live on the face of the whole earth. 36Be always on the watch, and pray that you may be able to escape all that is about to happen, and that you may be able to stand before the Son of Man." 





